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POST-INDEPENDENCE HISTORY OF TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO BANKNOTES
(1962 TO 2012)
Trinidad and Tobago obtained its independence on August
31, 1962, and promptly began to establish key national institutions
to conduct its affairs. The Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago was
established under the Central Bank Act, No. 23 of 1964, with its first
order of business being the introduction of the national currency. The
Central Bank issued its first notes on December 14, 1964. These notes
replaced those issued by the British Caribbean Currency Board (BCCB)
which had been in circulation throughout the British colonies of the
Eastern Caribbean.
Over its history, the Central Bank, with the approval of the Minister of
Finance, made a number of modifications to the designs and security
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features of the currency while keeping the general look (including colour) and feel largely unchanged.
There have been four major sets of changes to the currency notes since the first issue made by the Central Bank in 1964. The first
change was made in 1977 on the country’s achievement of republican status. The portrait of Queen Elizabeth II was removed and the
suite of notes was expanded to include a $50 note and a $100 note. The $50 note was removed from circulation in 1979 consequent
to an incident involving some unissued notes. The second change was introduced in 1985 and mainly involved a change to the reverse
of the note to show the new premises of the Central Bank at the Eric Williams Financial Complex. Further changes were made in 2002
and 2006 largely to upgrade the security features of the currency. In 2009, a special commemorative circulation $100 note was issued
in celebration of the country’s hosting of the 60th Commonwealth Heads of Government Conference that year.
For the country’s 50th Anniversary in 2012, the Central Bank has reintroduced a $50 note. This new note carries enhanced security
features as well as a special feature (raised bars at the top left and right) to aid the visually impaired. These additional features will be
included in subsequent issues of all denominations.
All the above designs of Central Bank notes remain legal tender. However, because the older issues are withdrawn as a result of normal
wear and tear, the bulk of issues currently in circulation are of the newer designs.
This pamphlet provides details of the changes made to the Trinidad and Tobago currency banknotes between 1962 and 2012.
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1962-1964: BRITISH CARIBBEAN CURRENCY BOARD
(BCCB) NOTES

At the time of independence in 1962, the BCCB was responsible
for currency in Trinidad and Tobago. The BCCB was established in 1951
with responsibility to issue notes and coins for the English speaking
Caribbean countries and carried out this function in Trinidad and Tobago
up to 1964, when the first issue of notes was made by the Central Bank
of Trinidad and Tobago.
Originally, the BCCB notes, issued in denominations of $1, $2, $5, $10,
$20 and $100, bore the portrait of King George VI and had a fractional
A

serial number prefix (for example 1 000000). From 1952, new issues
of BCCB notes carried the portrait of Queen Elizabeth II and a letternumber format for the serial number. The notes maintained the same
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colour code, namely red for the $1, blue for the $2, green for the $5, brown for the $10, purple for the $20 and black for the $100.
Both series were in circulation in Trinidad and Tobago until they were replaced by the notes issued by the Central Bank of Trinidad
and Tobago.
An image of each denomination of BCCB notes in issue between 1962 and 1964 is shown on the following pages. The $1 is an
example of a note with the portrait of King George VI while the other denominations are examples of those with the portrait of Queen
Elizabeth II. The features highlighted are the same for all denominations unless otherwise specified.
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$1 Note – Colour Red
FRONT

Fractional Serial Numbering

Portrait of King George VI

BACK

Picture of Two Horses Pulling
King George Vl from the Sea

Watermark of Sailing Ship
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$2 Note – Colour Blue

Letter-Number Format
Serial Numbering
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Portrait of Queen Elizabeth II

Picture of Two Horses Pulling
Queen Elizabeth II from the Sea

Watermark of Queen Elizabeth II

$5 Note – Colour Green

Map of the Caribbean Sea on Scroll with Palm Trees in
the Background

Colonial Badges of the Various BCCB Territories
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$10 Note – Colour Brown

Denomination in Figures at
the Four Corners
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Denomination in Words

The Dolphins

Solid Security Thread

$20 Note – Colour Purple

Signatures of Chairman
and two members of the
BCCB

Denomination in Words
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$100 Note – Colour Black

Issue Date
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Denomination in Figures

1964-1977: EMERGENCE OF CENTRAL BANK NOTES

The first issue of currency notes by the Central Bank of Trinidad
and Tobago went into circulation on December 14, 1964. These were
issued in denominations of $1, $5, $10 and $20. Like the BCCB notes,
each denomination had its unique colour. However, the design and
dimensions of the Central Bank notes were modified and the colour of
the $10 note was changed to grey. The new design included an image
of the country’s Coat of Arms on the front face while a picture of the
Treasury Building, location of the Central Bank, and a cameo depicting
a local industry were featured on the back of the note. The initial notes
were signed by the first Governor of the Central Bank, Mr. John Pierce
(1964-1966) and subsequent issues of these notes were signed by Mr.
Alexander N. McLeod (1966-1969), the second Governor and Mr. Victor
Bruce, the first local Governor of the Bank (1969-1984). Notes signed by
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Governor Pierce continued the letter-number format for the serial number, while both this format and the fractional numbering format
were used by the other two Governors.
Images of the four denominations of notes are shown on the following pages with the key elements identified. The description is the
same for all denominations unless stated otherwise. These notes all had a dimension of 155 m.m. x 66 m.m., roughly the same width
but of a lesser height than the BCCB notes.
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$1 Note – Colour Red
FRONT

Denomination Shown at
Four Corners

Portrait of Queen Elizabeth II

BACK

Treasury Building Which
Housed the Central Bank

Cameo of Off-Shore Oil Platform
(specific)
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$5 Note – Colour Mid-Green

Coat of Arms

14

Watermark of Bird of
Paradise

Denomination in Figures at
Left Top and Bottom and Right
Bottom Corners

Cameo of Crane Lifting
Sugarcane (specific)

$10 Note – Colour French Grey

Letter-Number Serial
Numbering Format

Denomination in Words

Cameo of Sugarcane Processing Plant (specific)
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$20 note – Colour Purple

Fractional Serial
Numbering
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Governor’s Signature

Solid Security Thread

Cameo of Cocoa Pods (specific)

1977 – 1985: BEGINNING OF REPUBLICAN STATUS

The first change to the currency made by the Central Bank of
Trinidad and Tobago occurred in 1977 on the occasion of the country’s
assumption of republican status.

The major change involved the

replacement of the portrait of Queen Elizabeth II on the front of the
notes with a picture of the country’s Coat of Arms.

Additionally, two

new denominations of notes, a $50 note, brown in colour, and a $100
note, blue in colour, were introduced. The $50 note was withdrawn
from circulation in 1979, so that the suite of notes thereafter was
comprised of a $1, $5, $10, $20 and $100.

This series of notes was

signed by Governor Victor Bruce (1969-1984) and Governor, Dr. Euric
Bobb (1984-1988).
Images of each denomination of the new banknotes are shown on the
following pages, highlighting their key design elements.
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$1 Note – Colour Red
FRONT

Pair of Scarlet Ibis in Flight
(specific)

18

Coat of Arms at Centre of
Note

BACK

Treasury Building Which Housed
the Central Bank

Cameo of Off-Shore Oil Platform
(specific)

$5 Note – Colour Green

The Chaconia - National
Flower (specific)

Double Letter - Number
Serial Numbering Format

Denomination in Figures at
Left Top and Bottom and Right
Bottom Corners

Cameo of Crane Lifting
Sugarcane (specific)
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$10 Note – Colour French Grey

Cocrico Bird (specific)
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Denomination in Figures at
the Four Corners

Cameo of Sugar Processing Plant (specific)

$20 note – Colour Purple

Hibiscus Flower (specific)

Denomination in Words

Cameo of Cocoa Pods (specific)
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$50 Note – Colour Brown

Humming Bird (specific)
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Watermark of Bird of Paradise

Cameo of Fishing Boat with a Seine (specific)

$100 Note – Colour Blue

Branch with Coffee Bean
(specific)

Solid Security Thread

Solid Security Thread

Cameo of Coconut Trees (specific)
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THE ERIC WILLIAMS FINANCIAL COMPLEX

At the Bank’s establishment, the Central Bank was housed in
temporary premises in the then Standard Life Building at the corner
of Edward Street and Independence Square. In November 1966, the
Bank moved to its first permanent quarters on the ground floor of the
Treasury Building. The Bank transfered to its own premises in the Eric
Williams Financial Complex some 20 years later, in 1986.
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1985 – 2002: NEW CENTRAL BANK PREMISES

The next modification to the currency occurred in 1985 when
the picture of the Treasury Building, which had housed the Central Bank,
was replaced by that of the Bank’s own premises at the Eric Williams
Financial Complex. Changes were also made to the flora and fauna
represented on the notes. Each denomination was designed with the
vignette of a different bird on the front face and a common watermark
of the “Bird of Paradise”. On the reverse of the note, in addition to
showing a picture of the new Central Bank premises, each denomination
carried expanded images of local industry. These notes were signed by
Governor, Dr. Euric Bobb (1984-1988) and by the succeeding Governors
William Demas (1988-1992), Ainsworth Harewood (1992-1997) and
Winston Dookeran (1997–2002).

Images of these notes, highlighting

the key design elements are shown on the following pages.
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$1 Note – Colour Red
FRONT

Pair of Scarlet Ibis
(specific)

26

Coat of Arms

Governor’s Signature

BACK

Central Bank Building in Eric
Williams Financial Complex

Scene of Energy-Based Plant
(specific)

$5 Note – Colour Green

Mot-Mot Bird (specific)

Watermark of Bird of Paradise

Solid Security Thread

Market Scene (specific)
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$10 Note – Colour French Grey

Cocrico Bird (specific)
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Denomination in Figures at
the Four Corners

Port Scene (specific)

$20 note – Colour Purple

Feeding Humming
Bird (specific)

Double Letter
- Figure serial
Numbering Format

Arrangement of Steelpans (specific)
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$100 Note – Colour Blue

Bird of Paradise (specific)
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Denomination in Words

Denomination in Figures at Four Corners

Marine Platform (specific)

2002-2006: UPGRADED SECURITY FEATURES

In 2002, the Bank undertook a major upgrade to the security
features of the currency utilizing some of the new technologies emerging
in the industry. To this end, instead of the clear white borders, the
new notes had full-bleed colours to match those on the particular
denomination.

Other enhanced features included security threads,

iridescent bands, large textured numerals to facilitate the visually
impaired and vertical numbering. The higher denominations, i.e. the
$20 and $100, were given a higher level of security protection with the
inclusion of a foil in the design of a hibiscus flower and a shield hologram,
respectively. This series of notes was signed by Governor Ewart Williams.
Images of these notes, indicating the new security features, are shown on
the following pages.
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$1 Note – Colour Red
FRONT

Horizontal Numbering
with Progressively
Larger Digits in Black

32

Watermark of Bird of
Paradise with Text “T&T”

BACK

Gold Iridescent Ink Band

Energy-Based Plant (specific)

$5 Note – Colour Green

Denomination in Enlarged
Numeral at Bottom Left
and Right

Vertical Numbering with
Progressively Larger
Digits in Red

Market Scene (specific)
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$10 Note – Colour French Grey

Duplex Pattern
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Port Scene (specific)

$20 note – Colour Purple

Intermittent Thread with Text
of Denomination Appears as
Complete Thread When Held
Against the Light

Gold Hibiscus Foil (specific)

Bird Shown in Perfect Register
When Held Against the Light

Arrangement of Steelpans
(specific)
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$100 Note – Colour Blue

Bleed-Off edges with Words
“Central Bank of Trinidad
and Tobago” in Middle Top
and Bottom

36

Silver-Based Hologram
Shield. When Tilted Shows
Images of an Ibis Bird and
the Text “Trinidad and
Tobago” (specific)

Marine Platform (specific)

2006 – PRESENT

In 2006, two further modifications were made to all notes,
in part to facilitate electronic processing. Firstly, the colour used for
the vertical numbering was changed from red to blue and secondly,
a change was made to the watermark to further enhance security.
Rather than using the “Bird of Paradise” as a common watermark on all
denominations, each denomination was given a different watermark in
the form of the particular bird on its front face. Notes in this series were
signed by Governor Ewart Williams.
These changes are demonstrated for the $1 note on the following page.
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$1 Note – Colour Red
FRONT

Thinner Text with
Thread on the $1
Only

38

Specific Bird
Watermark
on Each
Denomination

Vertical Numbering in
Blue

BACK

In 2009, a limited number of commemorative circulation $100 banknotes
was issued to celebrate the country’s hosting of the 60th Commonwealth
Heads of Government Meeting during the period November 2429. The design to the front of the note remained unchanged except
for the replacement of the fine-line guilloche around the central oval
which contains the Coat of Arms with small text reading “60 Years of the
Commonwealth, 1949–2009” and the replacement of the bottom right
numeral ‘100’ with the CHOGM logo in intaglio ink.

The reverse of

the note was substantially altered to show the new Waterfront Complex,
part of the capital city’s changing skyline. These notes were signed by
Governor Ewart Williams.
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$100 Note – Colour Blue
FRONT

Special Text Commemorating the 60th
Anniversary of the Commonwealth
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CHOGM Logo

BACK

Borders
Removed

Waterfront Complex
with Panoramic View
of Port of Spain in
Background

Denomination
in Words

Denomination
in Figures

In 2012, to celebrate the country’s 50th Anniversary as an independent
Nation, the Central Bank has reintroduced a $50 denomination. This
note maintains the look and feel of the other denominations in the suite
of notes. Its colour is olive green and the bird represented is that of the
“Red-Capped Cardinal” whose colours are those of our national flag.
The note has a square-shaped hologram which shows an image of the
Red-Capped Cardinal and other design features when held against the
light. An additional feature on the $50 note is a series of raised bars
at the top left and right sides. These are to facilitate recognition by the
visually impaired and will be introduced on all denominations. On the
reverse of the note is an image of the “Red House”, the seat of the
country’s Parliament. A limited number of $50 notes carry the words
“Celebrating 50 Years of Independence, 1962-2012” around the Coat of
Arms to specifically commemorate this Anniversary of the Independence
of Trinidad and Tobago.
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$50 Note – Olive Green
FRONT

Red-Capped Cardinal
Bird (specific)
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Hologram (specific)

Raised Bars

BACK

Red House

LOOKING AHEAD

In recent years, the currency business has experienced
significant changes for several reasons, including advances in technology,
the emergence of alternative substrates, new security technologies,
greater market competition and more sophisticated counterfeiters. These
developments are expected to encourage further changes in the industry.
It is to be expected, therefore, that in the period ahead, there would be
additional changes to our banknotes as the Bank seeks to preserve the
public’s confidence and pride in our currency.
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Eric Williams Plaza, Independence Square,
Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, Postal Address: P.O. Box 1250,
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago
Telephone: (868) 625-4835, 4921, 5028 Fax: (868) 627-4696
Telex: 22532, 22386
E-mail Address: info@central-bank.org.tt

